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Question: Can deep learning improve the efficiency of identifying safety 
signals from patient narratives?

Findings : In this study of 14,976 narrative observations in clinical study 
reports where 50% of such reports include indications of serotonin 

syndrome, the most successful deep learning method tested achieved a 
98.88% correct classification rate of serotonin syndrome. Furthermore, 

machine learning methods which provide a layer of interpretability 
including associated symptoms achieved a 94.4% correct classification 

rate.

Meaning: Deep learning and machine learning can improve the speed, 
accuracy, and interpretability of medical coding for adverse events.

Key Points
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Presentation Notes
QaisFDA received unstructured data (text data) in both the premarket as well as the postmarket of the drug development lifecycle. Therefore, the question is : Can deep learning improve the efficiency of identifying safety signals from patient narratives?The findings in this study where we study almost 15k narrative observations in clinical study reports in which near by 50% of these narratives have a signal of serotonin syndrome.The most successful deep learning method tested achieved a 98.88% correct classification rate of serotonin syndrome.As most of you will argue that deep learning is black box, however, we utilized machine learning methods to provide a layer of explanation to the deep learning results. The machine learning methods achieved a 94.4% correct classification rate.The main conclusion of this research, Deep learning and machine learning can improve the speed, accuracy, and interpretability of medical coding for adverse events
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• This is collaboration between SAS and FDA on the FDA 
Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS)

• It contains detailed free-text narratives on adverse events 
occurring to a patient/subject

• Manual review and coding of these adverse events is 
hugely time consuming

• Automated coding of adverse events will improve 
postmarket and premarket safety reviews of FDA regulated 
drugs

Introduction
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• We’ve applied text analytics/ML in the past with success
• This initiative would leverage DL to classify one such event, 

serotonin syndrome, and could subsequently be leveraged 
for many such events

• We leveraged 4 different DL methods (tmCoOccur, 
tmCoOccur averaging, GloVe, Topic Weights) alongside an 
ML method which provides a layer of interpretability

Approach
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Target Variable under focus
Seratonin Syndrome

Source: Mayo Clinic website.  For informational 
purposes only
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Presentation Notes
QAISA simple scenario can be illustrated by given an adverse event report to a safety officer. Symptoms that are listed for SS also can be founded in other medical conditionsAEs are not unique for one health issue. Confusion can be a mental health or SS. The commonality of these can be found in different health conditions.We cannot tag if this is related to this health conditions or others. How do we differentiate if the combination of these AEs is related to this or that health condition?TOM– For example some of these texts can go several pages to describe adverse events. So this is where ML/DL approach trained on the right data – which we’ll get into for differentiating whether this is SS or another condition.

https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/serotonin-syndrome/symptoms-causes/syc-20354758
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• Extracted drug safety 
reports from the FDA 
system

• Flagged narratives with a 
Serotonin Syndrome flag 
(SS=1/0)

• Drugs in one of two lists 
that had some likelihood of 
serotonin syndrome in the 
first place

• Oversampled for a 50% SS 
population, and a 60-40 
training validation split

Data Prep & Pre-Processing
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Takeaway 1: Use ALL the tools in your 
toolkit
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1. tmCoOccur embeddings
• Leveraged methods from Jim Cox’s 

and Russell Albright’s work
• Leveraged a sentence level window 

rather than a 3-5 word sliding 
window

• Applied CAS tmMine, tmCooccur, 
tmSvd, and an RNN

2. tmCoOccur averaged dimensions –
direct inputs
• Additional step : Projected Co-

occurrences directly on 200 
dimensions and averaged the 
dimensions per document.

• Applied a CNN for modeling

Word Embeddings from tmCoOccur

Dim 1

Dim 2

Dim 3

Terms -> embeddings – RNN
Docs  -> dimensions - CNN
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Presentation Notes
Qais – Can go for tmCooccur embedding Our first deep learning method involved the SAS CAS tmCooccur action to enable term embeddings on a document corpus similar to what is available in Word2Vec4 and GloVe5. However, Word2Vec and GloVe train a model using sliding windows of words, such as 3-5 words immediately preceding and following terminology. Our first approach summary is:First, we invoke a document parsing algorithm, the SAS CAS tmMine action, on the training dataset of narratives to compute an offset table. Next, we calculate term co-occurrence through the SAS CAS tmCooccur action as a pair-wise combination with every other term at the sentence level (rather than a 3-5 word sliding window), which generates an association column to designate how strongly the terms are connected. In the third step we generate the term embeddings by applying the SAS CAS tmSvd action to the term-by-term matrix of associations calculated in the previous step. This essentially compresses the matrix down into a lower dimensional space of numerical interval values, organized by term rows and term columns, which we can feed into a deep learning model. The tmSvd creates 200 dimensions by default, each one of these is described by key terminology as illustrated above. Through application of an RNN, each input document will be weighted on how much similarity it has to each of these given vectors. Tom – Talk about 2A second method we applied was an averaging approach that leveraged tables from the tmCooccur method. We joined one table from the SAS CAS tmCooccur action where each row represented a set of co-occurring terms (~5M observations) with the original FAERS dataset to label each document projection ID (14976 observations).  As each document was represented numerous times in the 5M observations, one for each set of co-occurring terms, we could take an average of the 200 dimensions identified per case ID. This method is consistent with practices followed when creating embeddings for documents through a singular vector decomposition. In both cases, there is an aggregate measure carried out on the individual embeddings to get the overall document representation.  This gave us our original number of observations (14976) – one for each FAERS case. Again, each observation had 200 numerical dimensions. We subsequently ran a deep learning model against this dataset. 

https://www.sas.com/content/dam/SAS/support/en/sas-global-forum-proceedings/2019/3295-2019.pdf
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• 3. Taking a leaf from Jim and Russell’s paper, we examined if a document 
level approach outperforms a term embeddings and RNN approach.

• Used VTA topics, leveraged the topic weights for each training narrative as 
input to a CNN

Deep Learning with Topic Weights
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Presentation Notes
Qais Prior research (Jim and Russell’s. 2019) suggests that a document level SVD approach can outperform the combination of term embeddings and RNN approach, but not extensively. Therefore, as a point of comparison to the sliding windows approaches of the tmCooccur and GloVe methods, we chose to generate topic using VTA and provided the topic weights for each training narrative from FAERS as input to convolutional NN.  This method is closest to a classical approach toward deep learning. Instead of providing term embeddings, each document has been converted to a set of numerical variables which are used to train and validate the deep learning model. 
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Takeaway 2: Customized embeddings 
prove better than off-the-shelf
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• 4. GloVe
• Used standard GloVe 

100-dim and 300-dim 
embeddings. Applied a 
RNN

• RNN
• Used an RNN for both 

GloVe and TmCoOccur
methods – a GRU model

• Tuned through 
hyperparameter tuning

• A long challenging 
process to get the right 
model!

TmCooccur and GloVe
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Tom – Talk about GloVeAn RNN model relies on embeddings. Really depends on the embeddings that you feed to the model. A CNN works for document level SVD
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Takeaway 3: Follow a hybrid approach 
to text analytics
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• Took 5 iterations, leveraged an FDA SME in order to refine 
the model and identify new patterns

• Goal to generate a model that identified cases which 
indicate serotonin syndrome but had not been classified as 
such with keywords in the narrative.

ML Boolean Rules Approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QaisOur models were able to classify the events but the ML Boolean Rules approach provides a layer of interpretability of why events classified in one pocket or in the other. In 5 iterationsThe DL and Boolean rules models identified patterns of words which are latent SS, where it was never mentioned in the narrative.
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• Rules provided a layer of interpretability 
and validation around the decision 
making process

ML Boolean Rules Approach
Ruleset Misclas

sificatio
n Rate

#1 (rules autogenerated after 
removing references in narrative to 
serotonin syndrome)

5.6%

#2 (rules from #1 + rules generated 
after an expert review involving 
additional stop words)

8.3%

#3 (rules from #1 + #2 rules 
generated after a second expert 
review involving additional stop 
words)

10.4%

#4 (rules from #1 - #3 + rules 
generated after a third expert 
review involving additional stop 
words)

12.8%

#5 (rules from #1 - #4 + rules 
generated after a third expert 
review involving additional stop 
words)

14.5%
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Presentation Notes
TomEven  though with system expertise with removal of words and heavyweight removal. We do see that the misclassification degrades over time. Shows that human in the loop cannot help the situation, but ML does educate us on what we need to take back from this.DL – Does the best jobML – Validates the model to show that it picks up very similar syndromes that a SME would look forThis is a type of feedback to SMEs to redefine their approach. A reinforced learning from the output of ML. Allows more error, but finds that certain terms comes out on later rounds, and finds that certain other terms are only loosely connected and there is some degree of doubt.
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tmCoOccur
Averaging

DL on Topic 
Weights

tmCoOccur RNN GloVe 300D

1.12% 1.9% 2.84% 19.37%

RESULTS: Misclassification Rates (%)
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Presentation Notes
RESULTS - QaisPlease note that the results in this study for one case and further experiments will help us understand if this approach is going to give us the best results. SS – tmCoOccur related talking pointsOne way to explain these results better is to consider the first two methods and the other two separately.  The first two methods were deep learning models based on convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture.  The difference between the two is regarding the amount of contextual information that has gone into creating the embeddings that serve as input for these models.   In the tmCoOccur averaging method, embeddings have been generated on common terms with respect to nearby other words that they have co-occurred with.  The degree of nearness is specified at the time of running the action, and is usually within 8 – 10 words.  This is more contextual information than topic weights generated on the entire document (the second method), where all terms that occurred in the document have been taken into account.   While we always note that this is just one result and many more experiments on wider data are recommended before saying anything for sure,  it seems that this may be the reason for the better performance of tmCoOccur averaging over topic weights.The next two methods were based on deep learning models using Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) architecture.  We should note that CNN and RNN are two different approaches, and secondly, we could definitely increase the level of complexity on which these RNN and CNN models could be defined.  Therefore it is possible that adding more layers or changing parameters may lead to RNNs providing better results than CNN, therefore we are not making such a comparison.  We concentrate more on the fact that of these two RNN methods,  tmCoOccur RNN is based on embeddings that are trained on local data, whereas GloVe is off the shelf, thus reinforcing our earlier point that where possible, having access to the means of training embeddings on contextual, local data is very much valued.The first key point that I really want to make in this slide that both tmCoOccur Averaging and DL on Topic Weights are similar in away that both are CNN trained on embedding generated at document level.Also, tmCoOccur RNN in away very similar to GloVe 300D as both of them RNN.The second key point that it is very important to understand, that even if we draw a line about the misclassification rates for the first two methods (CNN based method) tmCoOccur averging taking into account the surrounding words and therefore provides better context information while the DL on Topic Weights takes into account the overall document. Interpretability is better in tmCoOccur averaging from the DL on Topic Weights. Same will be applied for the RNN based methods where the tmCOOcuur RNN provide better interpretation than the GloVe. Therefore, even someone will argue that adding more layers or changing the design for RNN will outperform the CNN in this study, but the key point that we are focusing here is we care more about the interpretability rather than generalization.tmCooccur - 2.8461% misclassification:Systematic and iterative process adjusting model definition, parameters, and embeddings.GloVe – 19.37% misclassification for 300-dim:General embeddings do not outperform term embeddings trained on the FAERS narratives. A medically oriented dataset of standardized embeddings could improve.Topic Weights – 1.9% misclassification:A good alternative to contrast with the term embeddings approach, in order to see if embeddings provide additional noiseTmCooccur Averaging Approach – 1.1154% misclassification:Provides alternate methods for DL vs. a typical / recommended approach
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• This approach can be scalable and is production-ready for 
health conditions other than serotonin syndrome such as 
drug induced liver injury and cardiovascular cases

• Use DL in parallel with Boolean rule approach for an 
ensemble model; where models disagree, flag for manual 
review and possible misclassification

• We can apply BERT and BioBERT to leverage the best of 
pre-trained and customized embeddings

Additional Discussion Points

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tom to review theseWrap things around what we’ve done and what we need to do in the future1) This is a case basis study on SS, however, to make this generalAre we going to reproduce? Is this in production? Make the argument: Even though this is a case of SS, this is readily reproducible. 

https://academic.oup.com/bioinformatics/article/36/4/1234/5566506


Thank you!
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Qais.Hatim@fda.hhs.gov
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